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PREFACE

Alaska has always had a multiplicity of languages and
cultures..Unti I 1930, Aliiska Natives made up the majority of the
State's population, speaking twenty: Alaska Na(ivt languages,
often English. and sometimes Rustian.

, .Today, Alaska Native students comprise approximate'
per cent of .the language minority students enrolled in Alaska's
puhlic school bilingual-bicultural education programs. These stu-
dents.are from the Aleut, Arhabaskan, Eskimo, Raida. Tlingit
.and:Fsimshian language groups. Other major language groups en-
rolled in programs include Spanish,' Korean, Pilipino, Russian,
Japanese, and Vietnamese,

The Department of Education has developed a series of hand-
book designed to assist classroom teachers, bilingual-bicultural
education and special education program staff, counselors and
school administrators in improving instructional services for stu-
demi; from Athiihaskan. Inupiaq, and Yup'ik language groups.
These handhtioks address the unique socio(!ultural and linguistic
characteristics of each group as they relay:, to the school setting.
They also provide educational resources such as recommended
readings, listings of schoolitistricts enrolling students from each
group, and sources of information, materials and instructional as-
sistance for each language group.
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FOREWOFD:

Purpose
'This handbook ha9been designed to assist school districts in

providing effective educational services to students from the
Yup' ik language group.

This is one of three handbooks developed to increase 'school

districts' anJ school personnel's understanding of selected Alaska
Native language groups. They have tyeen designed for use by ad-

ministrators and all school .staff who have responsibilities for the

schooling of these students.. .

Development of the Handbook
The development of this handbook began in August, 1983,

in response to the need for infOrmation regarding cuitural and lin-

guistic factors which should be understood in the school-setting.

This handbook should be regarded as. a first edition. It is dif-
,

ficult. in one volume to depict the uniqueness and heterogeneity

that characterize this language group. It should be recognized. that .

any language group is complex and diverse, having a vaifiety of

needsand characteristics based upon different experiences. Much

more research and work need to be. done to ensure successful

schooling for this and other minority language groups in Alaska.
.

Mike Travis
Program Manager

Bilingual/Bicultural Education Programs

'So
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THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE

A linguist's fascination with the study of langdage is based primarily.
on the complex nature of all language, man's formost system of communica-
tion. Although the origin of language is uncertain, it is clear that all lan-
guages have evolv,ed through time, changing,with the history of the peoples
who speak them.)A language reflects the culture of the group who speak
it by incorporating vocabulary appropriate to that culture. For example,
Yupik languages have an elaborate vocabulary pertaining to seal-hunting,
while Japanese has many different forms of address appropriate to particular
situations. In a sense. a modern language recapitulates the history of social
and cultural changes among its 'peopleas new words are added and old
words dropped to suit a changing environment. For example, even a superfi-
cial comparison of the language of Shakespeare:with nvdern English will
show how language can reflect the changing attitudes and conditions which
Englishmeakers have lived with over the past several centuries.

Th4rammatical system of a language is a systematic series of relation-/
ships which is part of the intellectual ability of anyone who,speaks the lan-
guage. The degree to which language is innate to humans, the wAy children
learn languages, and !lie existence of so many different types. of languages
on earth all etfferexciting possibilities for linguistic study.

As linguists try to learn about and describe different languages, they
rely on a number of assumptiOns about the nature of all language; these may
he considered universal linguistic-truths. It is universally held true that all
languages are equal in their ability to convey the thoughtS of anyone speak-
ing them, that all are effective and valid means of communication. No lan

.gunge is more suitable to human expression than any other, and none has
ever been found to he more "primitive" nor more "advanced" in terms of
the level of communication whose medium it is. The linguist's objective ap--
proach to language does not allow ranking languages as superi6ror inferior;
but we will see that cultural bias or prejudice may lead a person to faVor
one language over another.

111



Virtua ly everyone learns a least One language as a child, and some
learn more han one. Throughout histOry bilingUalisin (the knowledge; of
two languages) and often multilingualisni (the knowledge_ of many Ian-
guages) have been common. among people living where several languages

are spoken. In Alaska, for example, in areas where the territory.of one Nit
five group bordered on anothers, it was common for members of one group
to speak..the 4mguageof their neighborsts well. Among the three:different
groups Of Eskimos in the Bering Strait area, there were frequent commercial

and social relations, and many_ individuals learned the languages or dialects
of their neighboK Bilingualism is of coupe still quite common in Alaska
today, especially among Native peoplerho weak English in addition to
their own ranguage.

In an environment such as an Alaskan village where more than one lan-

guage is used, different factors influence which language isspoken in what
'situation, 'determining the Rile of each language in the community. These
factors can be quite complex, but generally we can recognize each lan-
guage'sguage's domains, that is, the situations where a bilingual person will choose
one language over the Other. In such cases, there is often, a skalledinti-
mate" language that is not the national or majority language and is used in
the home and among family, and community members. In official contexts

where one deals with,government; institutions, or people unrelated to the
home community, people are obliged to speak English, since outsiders do
not speakthe home.language. In situations like this, it is typical that speakers

of the minority language, Yup'ik in this case, will learn the majority lan-
guage, that is, English, butoutsiders will not learn the local, minority lan-
guage.

The relation between-minority and majority languages brings us to the
realm of linguistics pertaining to hr people usebmguage and how they feel.
about different languages. May people have favorable or unfavorable at-
titudes toward certain lauguagA, usually depending on the person's percep-
tion of the group who speak a*. language in question. that group is held
in high esteem, their language too may be regarded favorably. if for some
reason the grim), is disliked or accorded low 'social statas, their lithguage

Ih
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too may he looked on with disfavpr: Such ,attitudes are often expressed in .

statements that a given language-. is not as -good .tone's own. or thin it
e

sounds unpleasant. "Thus non-linguistic: considerains, tkit is. social.at-
I f

tinkles. can: interfere with Our appreCiation and acceptance -of.languages
oilier than our own. Sometimes the negative attitudes ()hither segments of
society can influence people to feel badly about their own native langutig e,
causing conflict and confusion Within the individual.

Attitudes about language plity an important *04 in situations where
more than one language is used, especially w c a majority langUage such.
as English exists alongside a minority langu. e, in this coseyupik. It 'IS Un-
fortant to remember that all languages d erve recognition"and respect -as
'equally elaborate and effectiVe systems. of Coniniunication. BeComing
familtith another language and cultUre inevitably-loci-eases-Ones rishect
ivr theml.earning about anotheplanguage also brings to light the-linguistic
accomplishments which characterize ihallaiguage.:Nlo student of iinglish
can help but be awed by the genius of Shakespeare; so also, student Of
Ynpik come to love and appreciate the rich oral literature of language.

tr
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OVERVIEW OF THE ESKIMO-ALEUT LANGUAGE FAMILY
AND THE PLACE OF YUPtION IT

1 I

The Eskimo and Aleut. Languageg

One sometimes hears or reads that Eskimos are a single people with
.

a single language, or that any Eskimo can speak readily with any other Es-.

kimo. In fact, there are .a number of Eskimo languages so different that
speakers or one jannot understand speakers of another. These are not just

various "dialects" of Eskinto, but separate, though related :languages.
People who speak different dialects of the same language can understand.
one another, but.peopif who speak different languages cannot (unless they

happen to be bilingual).

Eskiino languages are not known to be related to any other languages

except Aleut. Together. Eskimo and Aleut form what is k wn as the Es-

kimo-Aleut language family. It seenvcertain that Eskininleut is not re-
.

lated to any other Native American (Indian) language, and though attempts
have been made to link -Eskimo-AleUt to various Siberiantinguage families
and even to Endo-European (the family to which English belongs), such
theorieare highly Speculative.

The. rehtionship between Aleut and the Eskimo-languages is very
gr.rottghly as close as that between,' for example, English and Russian (both

in the Endo-European family). The split between Eskimo languages and
Aleut probably occurred at least 4,((X) years age), Today, there are about

2,5(X) 'Aletfis, of whom sonic 250 still speak the language. There are about
1011,RX1 Eskimos, of whom about 90010 still speak Eskimo languages.
About I ,((X) Eskimos live in the Soviet Union at the eastern tip of Siberia,

Amu( 34,7(X) in Alaska, 23,0(X) in Canada, and 42010 in Greenland.

AFaska has the. largest number of Eskimos who no longer speak ,their
ancesmil languages. There,area number of reasons for this. One is that more

non-natives have moved into Alaska than info other Eskiino areas: another

14
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is that American authorities have been less tolet:anI toward *Eskimo lan-
guages than those in some other places. especially the Danes in Greenlig.
Furthermore, Alaska has the most diversity k?1 Eskimo languages and
dialects of all these areas. so here the. temptation to adopt Engligh as a coin-.

. neon language has been more strongly felt. Alaska's linguistic.diversity has
no doubt occurred because Alaska is where Eskimo culture developed.
spreading eastward only relatively- recently (Within the past one to two-.
thousand years).

Within the Eskimo branch of the Eskimo-Aleut family. there is a split
between Yupik and Inuit or limpiati. The different between Yupik and Imp-,
iaq is roughly similar to that between French and Spanish (both ROmance
languages). The Yupik-Inupiaq split probably occurred about one thousand
years ago. At the present time, their botmdary is at Norton Sound, with Imp-.
iaq-beini spoken on the Seward Peninsula, the Kobuk River valley. the
Alaskan North Slope, and across northern Canada and in Greenland. Yupik
is spoken on the tip of Siberia. on St. Lawrence Islam', in several com-
mutinies on the Seward Peninsula (Him and GOlovin), and then south of
Unalakleet, on the lower Yukon River up to Russian Mission. the lower
Kuskokwim River up to Stony River,,th* deltas. coast. and tundra areas.be-
twee') and including Nunivak and Ne4sim islands; also down toristol Bay. ;.

the Nushagak River, Lake Iliamna. the Alaska Peninsula down to the Es-
kimo-Aleut boundary, on Kodiak Island, on the southern end of the Kenai
Peninsula, and around Prince William Sound as far as Cordova.

The Yupik Languages

Within Yupik there are four (perhaps five; the situation in the Soviet
Union is unclear) distinct languages. which differ enough from one another
than speakers of one cannot understand speakers of another, although they
may catch the general drill of what they are bearing. ,The tour Yttpik lan-
guages arc Sirenik. spoken only by afew'people in 'Siberia; Siberiattor St.
I atvrence Island Yupik spoken by the majority of Eskimos in Siberia and

13 15
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by the people f;Camliell and Savoonga on St. LaWIVOCC Island, Alaska:
Central Yupik' spoken ii the mainland (aud offshore islands such as
Nuniva in Alaska from NortOn Sound through the.Y.ukon, Kuskokwim,
and liri. ol.Bay down to the Alaska Peninsula; and Alutiiq (or Sugpiaq) spo-
ken from he Alaska Peninsula oastward to Prince William Sound.

. In Alaska there are about 1,00 Siberianupiks, most of whom speak
the language; 18,000 Central Yup'iks, of whom sonic 13,000 speask the lan-
guage and about 3,(100 Alutiiqs, of whom some I ,000 speak the language.
These figures and the percentages derivable from them are not totally infor-
mative. In some villages, nearly everyone train the youngest to dr oldest
speaks Yupik all the time, with English very much a second language: in
other villages only the older generation speaks Yupik and virtually all chil-
dren speak English, thoughthey may know sonic w6rds.of Yupik and under"
stand more than they can speak. Other villages present a mixed pi lure, with
sonic Children speaking some Yupik son the time. The in Muhl:

V---- Peoples and Language's' ofAlaska uses soli , half-filled, and empty circles
to show which villages fit each of TheSe situations. Even where children do
not speak Yupik, or even where their parents do not speak it, the native lan-
guage still exerts a strong influence on the children. Just as deS'eendants of
European immigrants often speak a form of Emglish that is colored by the
language of their ancestors, of which they may be entirely ignorant, so.the
English of YupikEskimos (and other Alaskan Nagves) is often strongly af-
fected by the ancestral language; giving rise to Yupik-influenced English
as the local mode of communication. '4

'The :spelling "Yup'ik," with the apostrophe. refers only to the ,Central
Yup'ik language; this spelling is that of the language's standard orthog-
raphy, and the apostrophe represent s.gemination (or lengthening) of the "p"
sound. This gemination does not occur in Siberian Yupik. The spelling
"Yupik," therefore, is used when referring to Siberian Yupik or to the Yupik
family of languages. Some writers omit it when writing in English about
Central Yun'ik as well.

16
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Dialects within Languages

In addition to the diversity between Yupik and Inuitinupiaq languages
and that among.the Yupik languages themselves, there are a number of dif-
ferent dialects and subdialects within both Central Yup'ik and Alutiiq (Sibe-
rian Yupik has ie dialect within Alaska). The majority dialect of Central
yup'ik. General Central Yup'ik. is spoken in the Yukon, Nelson Island,
Kuskokwim. and Bristol Bay. regions: there are in addition three divergent
Central Yup'ik dialects, Norton Sound, Hooper BayChevak, and Nunivak.
These three differ from General Central. Yup'ik and from_one another about
as much as British English does from West Coast-American English, wher
there are differences in pronunciation (or accent) and als;?),,. in lexicon (for
example, lirinsh"forrYlind American "truck"). Even withitteneral Cen-
tral 'Yup'ik there are Subdialects often dithering in lexicon, much as in
American English some peo e say "bucket" and others "pail," or some say
"wiener." some "hot dog," a il some ""frankfurter." One point to understand

.4here is that CentratAup'ik, iaterials prepared by a speaker of one dialect
-4.

may not he readily accepte, by people in another area, even if they can un-
derstand theni. This is partly because Central Yup' iks who speak one dialect'
are ofteli'quite unfamiliar.with.dialects or subdialects different from their
own.

LITERACY AND EDUCATION IN CENTRAL YUP'IK

The Development of Yupik Welting

Central Yup'ik (henceforth referred to simply as "Yup'ik ") was not a
'written language until the arrival of Europeans, the Russians, around the be-
ginning tit the I 9tIvcentury . Nevertheless, Yup'ik had 'a rich oral traditithn.

. of myths. stories. histories, and songs passed from generation to generation.

4 4
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Furthermore, the vocabulary and graniihar of Yuri' ik like those of any 1;11)-

gunge, can adapt to anynewly encountered problem ()I. communication . The

increased use of English should not he regarded as evidence that Yup'ik and

other Native languages are. innately unable to communicate in the model")
world. .Anyjanguage can borrow or create new words for new situations,
The earliest efforts at writing ? Yup'ik were those of missionaries who, with
their Yup'ik-speaking assistants, translated the Bible, prayers, catechisms,
and so on into Yup'ik. The missionaries found it pirssible to express even.
very abstruse points of theology in the native language. It was only with the.

arrival of the American educational system that outsiders deemed it neces-

sary for Natives to learn English, rather than having educational materials

translated into the indigenous languages.

The missionaries had very limited golds when they created writing sys-

tems for Yup'ik. They did not teach literacy with a view toward people using

it for letter-writing, diary-keeping, sign-making, or composing original
works of fiction and poetry. Still, many people who learned the principle
of Yup'ik literacy from religious documents adapted it to theirown secular
uses. This did not occur so Much during the Russian period, when Yup'ik
was written in the Cyrillic alphabet, as during the American period when
the Roman orthography used by Catholic and Protestant missionaries was.
reinforced by the use of the same letters in English at the new Bureau of
Indian Affairs schools, where people learned that literacy had more than just

religious 'uses. ThuS, even before the movement for bilingUal education Of

the past doien years, that was a modest tradition of literacy in many parts.,
of the Yup'ik area, with letters, town ordinances, and similar material being

written in the native language.

The Modern YuplkWriting System

The Yup'ik orthography one sees nowadays (recognizable by the..pre-
Valence of the letter "q" in it), was developed at the University 01 Alaska
in the 1960s by native speikkers of Yup'ik working With linguists. It was-de-

signed with several principles in mind: ( ) it shou

16

Id be easily typed and type-
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set, avoiding diacritic marks and nonstandard symbols: (2) it should diverge

nu more than necessapy from the older missionary orthographies.: (3) it

should not conflict with English writing any more than was unavoidable :,
and (-1) it should accurately represent the sounds of Yup'ik. The.older or-
thographies had failed in thii last point. Since the were developed by Euro-
pean- Americans,pean-Americans, they missed' certain distinctions which are crucial 'in
Yup'ik but hard for one not familiar with the language to hear. Forexample,

Yup'ik, like all Eskimo languages, has not only a "k" sound much like En-
glish "k." but also a sound Made farther back in the mouth. The two.sound
almost identical to a person who is not familiar with Yup'ik, but to a Yup'ik
speaker they are completeldifferent and often make a difference in the
meanings of two siniilar word's. Thus, the new .writing system represents
the back somftras."q" while retaining "k" for the front sound..

In some cases it was unavoidable that the Yup'ik writing system con-
flict with the English. For example, Yup'ik does not have the sound rep-
resented in English by "r." It does, however, have a sound that does not
occur in English, but which does occur in French, where it is represented
by "r." Missionaries familiar with EurOpean languages began to use "r"Ito,
represent this sound in Yup'ik, a practice continued in the modern ortho'g-
raphy. One must remember that the Yup'ik "r," then, is different from the
English "r."

The new Yup'ik ivriting system (which is actually more than ten years
.

old but is still called "new" in contrast to the older sygems) is splendidly
logical in that each spoken word can be..written in one and orily one way,
even if it has several meanings (so that we never have cases like that of En-
glish "write, rite, right"), and each written word can be pronotinced. in one
and only one way (unlike in English, where some letters such as "c" have
a variety 4of sounds). This means that spelling Yup' ik can .be taught not

memoriiing words but rather by teaching the principles and then provhl
drills for practice.

Still. people who have studied the principles can have problems spel-
ling for severaljeasOns. First, the influence of English spelling is

17
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very strong, so that sometimes peo. le forget the different values a Yup'ik
letter has and spell sounds as. in Et glish. Furthermore. the Yup'ik writing
system is designed for The ease of tle experienced rather than the beginning

writer. Thus, certain sound proceitses which invariably occur are not ex-
pressed in Niting. For example' there is a rule of pronunciation. which

,makes.the vowel of every second Syllable of a certain type sound long twit-
ten double); this happens in the word quyana"thank you." Inexperienced
writers often want to write such a vowel double, even though it is nolneces-.
nary to do so, any more than it is necessary to write an accent markover
the stressed syllable of an English word; speakers know which syllable to
lengthen or stress when they read the words. For reasons like these, even
though Yup'ik spelling is more regular and logical than English spelling,
there are still good spellers and bad spellers and learning to spell well re,

. .quires much practice for most.people.

Bilingual Education

The new ,writing system was.ereated. with its potential uses in schools.
in mind, for during the late 1960s there was a tevolution in thinking about
the education of children who come to school speaking languages other than
English. Beforelhat time, Yup'ik village schoOls, mostly run by the Bureau
of Indian Affairi;, had immetsed children in English as rapidly as possible.
some teachers going so far as to tape up the mouths of children as a punish,

men( for speakii4, Yup'ik. The new idea, hOwever;w)is that these children
should study their basics in the primary grades_ in Yup'ik. learning to read,
write, and do arithmetic in the language they knew from home. -English
would he taught as a second language. As the children learned more English.
their studies in the upper grades would shift into that language. with some
Yup'ik studies being maintained..This, of course. is what is meant by"bilin-
gual education,- and this philosophy, to various. extents and with various

adaptationN. is being followed in most villages where children coine to
school speakingYup'iki
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In many Yup'ik villages, howevert,the children come to.school speak-
ing Only or primarily English. In these. places a different form of "bilingual
education" is in praCtice. Yup'ik is taught for.only a small part of the day.
as a second language, and is not Used.as a medium of instruction in other
subjects. In this way it is hoped to keep the language alive to some degree
in areas Where children are ceasing to use it. People 'often ask! "Why
bother?" The answer is that this maintains cultural continuity, which en-

hances young people's positive feelings about themselves, their culture, and
-their community.

YUP'IK COMPARED WITH ENGLISH:/
IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHERS

In the following section we will discuss some of the similarities and
differences between the sounds and grammar Of Yup'ik and English, .with
attention to some characteristics of the English of those who speak Yup'ik
as a first language or who have learned Yup'ik-influenced English as their
first language.

Differences in Sounds

Many sounds are.present in both Yursik and English (suchas "m" and
"n"); sonic are present in English but note in Yup'ik (such as English "r");
and some are present in Yup'ik but not in English (such as Yup'ik "r," de-
scribed ahave, or V). Finally, there are sounds present in a sense in both
languages but which differ slightly. (for example, English "p" and Yup'ik
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When your own. kinguag,e JackS a sound that you need to.produce in

the second language you are learning, until you learn to make that sound
you substitute the closest equivalent from your own language. Thus, English

speakers learning Yup'ik use English "k" for YtIVik "q" until they learn to
Make the "q" sound. This usually does not prevent them front being under-

stood, although they sound odd; however; a.person.who cannot pronounce
the ba,ck sounds "q" and "rr" (the voiceless form.of Yup' ik "r") and wants
to say gersaanga "I'm cOld". will produce keggutaanga "he took a bite for
me," though cases like this are uncommon:. Likewise, a Yup'ik speaker
learning English may have trouble with English "r" and substitute his closest

equivalent, which is "I," saying, forinstance,_"ladio" for "radio." This, too,
will usually be understood despite its odd sound, especially in context; as

in "turn yp the litho:" Another substittion Yup'ik speakers `may make oc-
cum' because Yup'ik does not have The English "sh" sound; therefore.
Yup'ik speakers may say "s" for English "sh," for example pronouncing

."sack" and ",shack"

English distinguishes between the voiced consonant series b, tl, j, g and

the voiceless consonant series p, 1,.ch, k. Yup'ik has one series of conson-
ants somewhat midway between the two English series. (Technically. the
Yup'ik stop corisonauts are voiceless like the second English series'but unas,
pirated like the lifst English series. Voiceless, unaspirated stops occur in.
certain consonantsltisters in English., including the I in "stop" and the p in
-"spy.") This, is why unsophisticated writers of Yup'ik spell a word like pisla
"worker" sometime with') and sometimes with b. It is also the reason sonic.
Yup-iik speakers* do not distinguish. English word groups like "pick. 'pig.
big," which mayall sound the same in their speech. On the other hand, when

an EngliSh4ertkeY saYs a Yup'ik word like alrtaq-"Eskinio ice cream." it
often sou'ui1 Nike ':a-koo-trick" or "a-goo-duck ."neither really
ing the ViipApninunciat ion.

Yttplk.tras a very simple vowel System, with four s.owels written a,
i, u, esomids, like the c' in "poses"; technically it is a sclma En-

glish;, :nnAtitt-h.et hand, has a-complicated vowel System in which the live

.
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vowels used in writing A/resent niany..more sounds in speech. The vowels
in the words "bit, bite, hoot, boat, but, bait, beat,, hat, bought; bet" are all
different. .One problem that arises from these different systel -is that
Yup'ik speakers may use a if sound for English long o. so that "go" rhymes
With "to::

At a different level from these sound differences are differences in
phonology. .the rules that govern the soundi; that can make up words in a
language..For example. Yup'ik words cannot end in a cluster of two conson-
ants. but English words can. Consider ."acts" with three sonsonants, or
"sixths" with four (kAili,$). Because of this, Yup'ik speakers may insert
a vowel sound (Yup' ik or schwa) betWeen the consonants of certain word-

, final clusters,. sayin "filem" and ",milek" for "film" and "milk." On the
other hand, Yup'ik commonly has geminated (doubled) consonants within
words, something that occurs in English only in a few. compound words like
"bookkeeper." English speakers .may have trouble 'With these geminated
consonants, leaving them single in words like Kass' rig "white person" or
Yup'ik itself (in these words the apostrophe represents the gemination of the
preceding consonant). -.

How Important is Pronunciati&e?

All the things we have said about the English of Yuli'ik speakers tor
the Yup'ik of English speakers) requires several important qualifications.
F'or one thing, many Ytiplks have mastered the English sound sysiem.and
have none of the nonstandard pronunciations described above. Likewise,
English speakers can .learn to pronounce Yup'ik sounds correctly.
Moreover, not only Yup'ik speakers may have the kinds of characteristics
in their- English-pronunciation discussed- here:, but -also anyone*, Yup'ik or
non-yup'ik.. Yup'ik-speaking or not, who grows up in an area where the
native language is Yiip' its may.do these things even if They have never
even heard Yup'ik spoken! This is because the Yup'ik - influenced pronunci-
ation pattern in English has become to some extent the Ordinary, local variety
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of English in such areas. This happens in many regions of our country; for_
example, John F. Kennedy spoke English with an accent readily recognita-
4,140.s having features influenced by Irish speech; but it is doubtful that he
everspoke or even heard the Irish language spoken as he was growing up.

This comparison brings up another point. An accent, a certain kind of
pronunCiation of English, is not necessarily objectionable. Most Americans
took John Kennedy's Boston accent and Henry Kissinger's_German accent
in stride without holding it against them; their accents were no impediment
to being understood. Teachers and others who deal with Yup'iks and other

Natives who pronbunce English differently from the way other Americans-
do often overemphasize "correcting "pronunciation. Drills have been .de-
vised to train students to differentiate between s and sh, p and b, or.0 and
o. It would probably be-better to focus one's efforts elsewhere. A regional.,
ethnic, or foreign accent is rarely a bar to progress in education andemploy:.
ment. There are, however, other aspects 9f Yup'ik.-influenced English
Which ni e far more worthy of a teacher's attention thanprominciation
is

Differences in Grammitr

As mentioned earlier, Eskimo languages are not known to be related
to any other.languages except Aleut. Certainly Yup'ik is as far removed
from English as Chinse is, so one 'should expect grammatical differences
between Yup'ik and English on the order of the differences between' English

and Chinese. We must not be influenced by Yup'ik's Roman orthography
and think that Yup'ik is as similar to English as French or German is. The
vocabularies and grammars of Otench and German are much closer to those

of English than those of Eskimo are. Even Russian is far closer to English
than Yup'ik is.

4.
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......0mberand Gender

A grammatical problem that faces English speakers learning Yup'ik is
the fact Mt :while English has two grammatical numbers, singular and
pluralls'YupsikhaS three, singular, dual (two), and plural (three Or more).
Thus a learnerof Yup'ik might use the plural when he should use the dual,
saying for exaqiple talliiika for. °my arms" (which might be appropriate if
lie Were an 'octopus) ratter than the correct dual- form talligka. A problem
that gams when speakers learn English is that Yup'ik does not dif-
ferentiate gender in pronouns, unlike English 'which uses different pronouns
for male, female and neuter. Thus a Yup'ik speaker learning English may
tend to use pronouns of- the wrong .gender, for example referring to his
mother as "heor even switching from `.'he" to "she" in reference to the same
person in single sentence.

.

Word (Mier

A major difference between English and Yup'ik is in word order within
the sentence. In English, the order in which words occur tells us which word
is .the subject and which the object, that is, who is doing what to whom.
In Yup'ik, word order is mach less important because grammatieal endings
on the words identify the subject, object, and other grammaticalcategories.

' For example, if we take the English sentence "the dog bit the preacher and
*change its word order, we get "the preacher bit the dog" with a very different
meaning. In Yup'ik. "the dog bit 'the- preacher" is qiniugtem keggellrito
agayitlirta, where qinsugtens- means "dog:' and agayitliria means
"preacher," with the correct endings for the subject of a transitive verb and
the object of a transitive verb. If we switch the order, saying agapilirto
a,k4ellrua qinititern, the sentence still means "the dog hit the preacher',"
ti :catise the word ending's are still the same. To say "the preaCher hit the
tiiig"inNtip'ik we change not the order but the endings, qintuoi keggellriut
:agaulirtern (or the. reverse order, meaning the same). ThiRgramthaticaldif-

ference seems to work more against English speakers. learning Yup'ik, who

I
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have-trouble getting the endings straight, than it does .against Yup'ik speak-.

.ers learning English,. who do not seem in have enuch trouble with English
`.word order.

aith

. _

Word Endings and Word lasses
...

Not only do Yup'ik endings show how the word functions hi the sen- .
. fence, they also show the number (singular, dual, or plural); they show

whether the word, if a noun, is possessed, and if-so, the person (first, sec-*
ond, third; or reflexive) and number (singular, dual , or plural) of the posses-
sor: Furthermore, Yup'ik noun endings (like those of Latin) may incorpo-
rate an element equivalent to an English preposition ("a," "at," and scion)./
A Yup'ik verb ending shows mood (whether it is a: statement, question, re-
quest, etc.) and also the person and number of .the subject anti, in the &se
of transitive verbs, of the object as well. The result of all this is that any
Yup' ik noun or verb can have a trul staggering number of possible endings

several hundred, in fact. Note th4 this is true of nouns and .verbs;,;other
classes of words found in English (' djecticks, articles, adverbs, etc.) may
he laCking in Yup'ik with s axes or whole thanks in grainmatic'al con-
struction taking their place, o 'their roleilay be filled.by nouns and verbs: f'

*
or by uninflectable words.

Suffixes play a far more important mien. Yup.'ik than they do lib En-
glish. Eng liSh, of course, has suffixes; in the word"argumentatively" theT
are three: mem , mire, and Iv. English also has prefixes; as in "nonargunien-

tatively," but Yup'ik does not. Yup'ik uses suffixes far daictively
than English does. For example, a not excessively long word is anOTintri-
paliciquq, which means "he will build'a big place for working on boats."
Thestarting point (base, or stem) is aisgvaq "boat." The first suffix tc.alled
a litiStbase`) is liar "to work ore'; then we add, in ordee. rig z:place pa
"big," li "build," and finally (Irwin." The lot syllable, sub is a vertiendt
ing, showing that this form is a statement (not a question or request) and

24
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91i1 t S subjt?,,ct is.third person.singular ("he." "she," or "it"). Several things
,;7- ,:i...41un be pbsetied in thiS exattiple. One is that the order of the parts of the

yuP4Kword arrtxactly the reverse 011ie words in the English translation,
so that the easiest -way lotranslie it is from right to left. Second the suffixes

?" ol.:Yup'ik each express an idea.which requites a separate word in English
,c.

. .

...

-:--trniAm. verb. adjective. or auxiliary verb. Tense ("will," future) is ex-l
ptesed by a suffix in Yup'ik. Lastly; this single Yup ik Word is icomplete
sentOce something that almost never happens in Englitiwttere a sentence.

must have at Imo subject and a Verb.,

Yup'ik

-.." A

GramniwOnd LocalEngl sit
- .4

Whereas one can easily analyze the effects of differences in sound sys-

tems on a Yup'ik speaker's English or.an English speaker's Yup'ik, it is
!pitch harder to determine the origin of a partic° ular grammatical difference.

One thing is certain ; though: it iS'quite a feat for a speaker of one of thee
languages to learn the other; English speakers trying to learn 'Yup'ilt, soon

realize this:and if they gairmiothing more,from their study.of Yip1k, they
shot* at least acquye respeq for the, accomplithment of someone who
grows up speaking Yup'ik and learns English as a second language.

Many of the grammatical characteristics of Yup'ik-influenced English
which outsiders notice because they diverge sharply frOM standard English

are the result of relatively minor grammatical difforences between the lan-
guages. where the Yup'ik speaker is.speaking English according to some
-Yup'ik pattern. Like the phonolo&alleatures ("accent") of this dialect of
English. its grammatical features nay occur in the speech of those who do
not speak Yup'ik but grow up ina Yujiiik area.

"I.ei" tus ('itttsative
Newcomers to the Yup'ik area quickly notice that people use the word ..

"let" in their English in the place of a number of diffeeent auxiliary verbs t.
in standard English: including "let,"."make," and:thave.".*Thus, one may.t 1
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hear "Let hi.siop hurting me!" °Clic let me cry." I lore standard English
would use fl"make" and "made" instead of "let." The feason for this usage
is that in Yup'ik itself, let, allow, permired "make, have, compel" are

...expressed in one and the. same way,. by a single postbase. "Ile let me (mi-
ls nerekaraano. while "he made me cry" iS giavkaranga, where the post,
base aar means either "allowed" or "compelled." One might wonder how
Yup'ik can get 11 without distinguishing between "allowing" and "compel-
ling," between letting" someone'do what he wants to .and "makilig" some-
one do what he doesn't want to. For one thing, Eskiimiculture is not nearly

so compulsive as Euro-American culture: people simply are.not often toned
to do things they chi not want to do. CRupled with this is.the fact that the
context of the posthase ur is usually sufficient to indicate whether or not
the action is likely to he against the person's will. Thus., crying is usually
something one does not want to do, but eating is something he does want
to do. If one t ants to say in.Yup' ik. "he fnade me eat, forced me to eat,"
one cailltik.1 'a qualifying word: nerevkaraanga erma, literally.
"he let me eat even though I didn't want to," (where "let" is to be understood

its neutral, Yup'ik-influenced sense which includes "co)npelled" as well
as "allowed")..

Forms 4Q/test/mu
In stpdard English, if one asks a hungry perSon, -Are you hungse"'

he will answer, ,'Yes." If the questioler 'poises his question negatively,
"Aren't you hungry?" the hungry piusonwill stilFtins.werVes." In Yup'ik,

. however, Kaimutlen-gau? "Are yOU 4ungry?" will elicit the response

( "Yes "), but the question Kainrinrielivia? "Aren't you hungry?" will elicit

theresponse
Qmong or Qang'a ("NO; in the latter case., the hungry persondi

is expressing his disagreenient with the suggest* that he is not hungry.
When a speaker 01' Yup'ik.influenced .English is asked a question like;
"Aren't you hungry?" and answers "No.''40iifteans in fact that he iti hungry,

, butostandard-English-speaking listener will a4utne.the opposite. To avoid.
'confusion, teachers should toioid phrasing, questions in Ole negutiveflOrm:

a.
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Another thing a -newcomer notices is the way certain Engli3h nouns
may he treated as verbs with an auxiliary "go." Thus, onemay hear "I have

to go toilet" or "he wants to go college." 'Its is probably another pattern
taken from Yup'ik into English, for in Yup'ik it is quite legitimate to treat
many nouns as verb bases in describing the customary activities associated

with those nouns, using a postbase corresponding to English "go."

"Even" its a Conditional
In Yup'ik - influenced English, the conjunctions "even ir and "even

though" are both replaced by .the single word "even." In fact, In standard
English "even ii' applies only to future mcontralactual past statements

.1"eVen if it taint we'll go," "even if it had rained, we would have gone"),
while "even though" applies to present or past factual statements ("even
though' it is raining, we're going," "even though it rained, we went"). Thus
"it" and "though" are somewhat redundant and are omitted in Yupiik-influ-
toyed English, resulting in sentences like "even it rained we went" and
"even ivains we'll go."

Verb het:ve

Yup'ik tenses, as noted above, are expressed through postbases,. but

the tenses of Yup'ik do noLquite match the Englislitense system. For exam-
ple, in standard English the simple. present, e.g. "they use ,thent,".implies
habitual action, while the pfesent progressive, e.g. "they are using them,'!
implies ongoing action. In Yup'ik, u postbase lar expresses the habitual fea-
ture, and there is t1 postbase to desert going action. Following the
Yup'ik pattern, Yup'ik-influenced E s the adverb "always" to ex-
press the habitual, e.g. "we always Use A similar pattern employs
the adverb "never" for "not (past)," ag in .1 never eat yet" for "I haven't
eaten yet."

e.)
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. One important thing about Yup'ik tense thatmay affect students' En-
..

glish is that a Yup'ik verb without any tense-lhdicating postbase 'may de-
scribe action occurring either in the past or in the present. For example,
no' tui may mean, depending on the context of the statement, either "he is
eating" or "he ate." This pattern may be why people influenced by Yup'ik
sometimes mix English tenses or use tenses in a nonstandard way. The
teacher of such students may ,wish to make special efforts to explain the En-

glish tense system and its obligatory nature, giving plenty of models show-
ing how to use tenses consistently and how to form tense sequences,in coin-
plex sentences..

Articles

Yup'ik does not have articles corresponding to English "a" and "the."
The difference between "the man shot a moose" and "the man shot the
moose" is expressed in Yup'ik by using two different grammatical construe-

.

lions which affect each word in the sentence. (The first is august nuiellrtmq
tunitivagm4 and the second angutem nutellrua twolmak.) Thus, in Yup'ik-
influenced English., people tend to use articles in a somewhat' nonstandard
'way. This is another pattern that speakers of standard English learn without

much difficulty but that perhaps should he explicitly taught to school chil-
dren hi. t he Yup' ik- area.

Changes in Meaning

When a Yup'ik word's meaning is similar to but not exactly that of an

English word, the English word sometimes is taken as if it did corres.pond
exactly, resulting in local meanings for certain English words that differ
slightly from their standard uses. For example, the Yup'ik word gessqug
means "he doesn't feel like doing anything, he feels laiy:L'PeOple assume
that "he is laiy" in English means the same thing. not taking into consider-
ation the difference between ''he is laiy thy nature)" and "hefty/slaty Oust
now)," and so they use "to he !ivy" just as they would use the Yup'ik stem
gesso-. Thus. when one hears something like, "he didn't come because he's
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la/y." it does not mean quite what it wtwild in standard English); it means
that he is not inclined to act just now, not that he is permanently in that condi-

tion.

01 course, all this goes in the other direction too. English speakers
learning Yup'ik will transfer their English patterns into it. Where English
has a single word "take" Yup'ik has - several meaning various things like
"take with the hands" and "take along:" People learning Yup'ik often choose

the wrong verb to translate "take" in a given context. Again, Yup'ik has
'smile:thirty or more. demonstratives corresponding to. English "this"
Alai." The choice of a Yup'ik demonstrative is determined by whethe the
thing referred to is in sight or not in sight, moving or still, above or below,
inside or outside, and so on. This feature of Yup' ik grammar comes rather
slowly to most English-speak ing students- studying--Y-uplik. more-non-
Yup'iks.. studied the language, we would probably see a systematic "English-

influenced Yup'ik" developing and in'fact,, where the younger generation

does not use Yup'ik much, what Yup'ik they do use IS being influenced by
English patterns..

The Teacher and Yuplic-influenced English

. . 41 ,

We should note that not all the nonstandard features of Yup'ik-influ-
enced English really are results of Yup'ik influence. For example, people
in Yup'ik areas often use the English word "bum" in. place of standard
"bad." as inthis boat is bunt" There is nothing .in Yup'ik that translates
better as "hum" than as "bad." Instead, the former probably came into local
English from native speakerS of English, perhaps miners and prospectors,
who spoke a dialect where the word "bum': was used for "had." This was
probably the source of "grub" for "food taken on a'trip" too. Other features
of local Englis probably arose on their own for one rettsor another, 'suchlk

s.;
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...
as to spread of sonic individual's reinterpretation of a word or pattern. but
h velasted through theyears because the Yup.ik area has remained, rather
i:olated from the standardizing influences of general American English.

.A teacher faced with the divergent variety of English encountered in
a Yup'ik ,village may well wonder what attitude he should take toward it.
As discussed above, people in general. tend to be quite tolerant of accents
different from their own,. so variant pronunciation is not a serious problem.
Nonstandard grammar, on the other hand, is not tolerated nearly.so -Mulch.

There is perhaps no logical reason for this, for..as we have pointed out, many...
nonstandard patterns are as precise and expressive as the standard patterns

they replace. However, anyone will concede that even though speakers of
Yup'ik7influenced English have no trouble understanding a sentence such.
iiS; 'Fr6m where you guys sometimes always get that kind?" (i.e., "Where
do you l plural I usually get those things?"), it is asking a lot to expect every-

ohe else in the country to understand it. Furthermore, and this is very impor-
tant, while nonstandardpronunciat ion is filtered out, so to speak, awriting
English, nonstandard,gminiat; does'carry over into writing. A person who
speaks and writes only Ynpik-influenced English will have trouble com
municating in writing with the world beyond his own area. College essaj,s,
applications, business letters, or government reports written in nonsta idard

English are apt tai get a highly unfavorable reception. Wherefore, sit ce One

of the goals Of the school system is to prepare a student to deal with the world

beyond his local area, especially in activities Where acceptable writing is
important, a teacher must provide students with the alternative of standard
English grammar.

This does not.necessarily, mead that the student must he "corrected" and

made to stop.using his own form of Yup'ik-influenced Endlish, though this
is certainly one k:ommiiii approach: Another approach is to try to unlike the
student bidiadectal" in Englishable to use different varieties of English
in different situations. This expresses the attitude that Yup'ik-influenced
English is acceptable, even preferable, in certain settings. litimhat standard
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English is necessary for success in other: settings. Bidialec lism can be
taught by more or less formal exercises involving translation in one
dialect of English to another. There is -aproblem with this approNh in that
Yup'ik-influenced. Englislfis by no means uniform from village to village,
family to ramify, or evtn person to person, so that exercises appropriate for

one stude.nt may be inappropriate for another. The graMmar of Yup'ilc-influ-

eaced English would have to be studied farpore systematically than it has
been to date before teachers knew enough to develop such exercises. Fur-

thermOre,Io many people, including some who speak it, Yup'ik-influenced
English seems. inferior and certainly not something to 'be legitimized by
studying it in school.

A less formal approach is to tell a student speaking Yup'ik-intluenced
English that there is "another way" to express what he is saying and present
him with the standard .English alternative. Of course, this method too, if
used excessively, can inhibit the student from expressing himself verbally...

Written work, other than that done in a "verbatim" style, should be in stan-
dard English.

Sometimes a newcomer to Yup' ik areas will disc.over the formerly un-

suspected expressive powers of the local English, which heat first thought
only an impoverished and-degenerate form of the language, and will be so
charmed by it that, consciously or unconsciously, he begins to speak it him-

self. By doing this, he deprives his students of a prime model for standard
English and does them no service thereby. Exposure to standard English,
both spoken and written, is an excellent way to teach bidialectalism. A per-
son who reads a lot in English is bound to learn to write.the kind of English
he reads. Even ,televiSion, whatever its drawbacks, provides a. model of
more or less standard English.

J
In summary, between the extremes of attempting to totally change the

students' local English to standard English and accepting Yup'ik-influenced
English as entirely adequate in all situations, there is a mine ground: teach-

ing _the students to use standard English when the situation demands itand
does not permit the use of a divergent dialect.

1
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biscourse and Non-verbal Communication
-II

There is another level at which communication in Yup'ik.differs from
communication in English. This is the realm of discourse and non-verbal
communication.

Gestures and facial expressions are probably the first form of non-ver-.
A bal communication that comes to mind: These usually differ from culture

tue'lulture. To take only one example, Yup'iks often express an affirmative
answer to a question by raising-their eyebrows briefly. The equivalent En-
glish gesture is nodding the head. A teacher who is not aware of this may
have to wait a long time for his pupils to answer verbally, "Yes," or nod
their heads, instead of using a facial expression.

The book ()arroyo:1rd f'upPigtun by Hensel, Blanchette, and others
has a delightful and informative discussion of some of these matters. For
example, it discusses the different "leave-taking" procedures in Yup'ik and
Euro-American societies. Yup'iks simply say a_ word or two and leave: but
in White society there is usually an involved interchange. One consequence
of th difference is that the uninitiated Yup'ik feels that Whites take forevert
to spy goodbye and can't get to the point and leave; while the uninitiated
White feels that the Yup'ik's abrupt departure must be evidence of rudeness
or a reaction to snipe offense inadvertently given. (Teachers may also have
a book specifically discussing this topic, hiieedmic Costinumication by
Scollon and Scollon; the principles covered by this book are extremely valu- iik.
able but we should note that its examples aredrawn froM Athabaskan cal -;'"
tore, which differs markedly in many specific features froths,Eskimo. )

No one can doubt that humor is important in Yup'ik communication.
Eskimos in general are famous for theirlove of laughter. Verbal teasing be-
tween certain kin ("teasing cousins") is well documented. However, what
is funny in one culture and language may not he funny in another. In particu-
lar, English-language. humor .4 an ironic naturotiiwhich depends"on the lis-,
terser taking what is said in a sense opposite froki its literal meaning, is apt
to he misundeistood by Yup'iks unfamiliar wish this mode. For example,

0 .
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in English one can say "What, a beautiful day" or " "Thanks a lot" in a time

of voice that conveys quite the opposite meaning. This kind of verbal irony_
is not pail of Yup'ik communication (although situational irony is a favorite
plot. deviCe in YUp'ik stories): In vain the newcomer to Yup'ik areas. won-
ders why the people fail to understand his jests when they are so fdp.
humor themselves. The newcomer would do well to avoid iircasm,,irony,
hyperbole, and understatement until he knows just how much what
tends is actuAlly being understood.

Borrowing words from one language into another

The Yup'ik language has about sixty words that have been permanently :

"borrowed" from English to the extent that their ,phonology has been
changed to match Yup'ik phonology. ExaMples are ingek "ink," amine-
suing "onion" (from the plural, "onions"), patilussvng "potato" (from
"potatoes"), tiiviiq "T. V. ," and sminkuursnow?golsnow Machin*" Not
all "new" things on the Yup'ik scene, however, have English names. For

example, "washing mattine" is igairissunn (literally, "device. for remoOing
dirt from things") and "airplane" is teitgssunn (liteially "device for flying").
Moreover, some Of the words borrowed from English are hardly new to the

culture, such as piipiq "baby"! Sometimes words are inexplicably borrowed
when a perfectly good Yup'ik word already exists. Other English.words may
betemporarily" borrowed into.a Yup'ik sentence, retaining as mudh of an
English pronunciation as the speaker can give them. For instance, pne might

say "I voted" usinga 'temporary borrowing,. twtzallronenga, with the En-

glish asound, or he might give the word an entirely Yup'ik sound, vintiall-
mung(s.

Yup'ik also has several' hundred loan words from Russian, but these.

are all totally integrated into the language in that their, phonology has It-

come totally Yup'ik.
Yup'ik words can also be borrowed into English. SOme (*other

Eskimo words have become part of standard English like "kayak" from



ea

gayaq, where English 'phonology has substituted k for the original q. Simi-
larly.in the English Word "mukluk," the /is voiced because English speakers
do niit use the voiceless ("whispered") I of the original Yup'ik mak/ak. (In
"mukluk" not only the sound.but also 'the meaning chairged: moklok means
"bearded seal." whose skin is used for the soles of skin hoots, but in English
"mukluk" refers-to the hoot ilself..)- Ordinary Alaskan English includes.
number of words -derived front Eskimo. such as "ulu," "inuktuk," and
"kashim." Yup'iks speaking English, whether or not they also speak
Yup'ik commonly use other Yup'ik words in English conversation. usually
retaining the original pronunciation. Some words frequently so used are
akulaq "Eskimo ice cream." magic, steambath,r uhnui "ulu, woman's
semilunar knife," ma-i "enough," gloom, "thank you." nacik "to cry after
someone who is leaving," iakarnaq "to cause inhibition," and akeka
"ouch." As one can *e from this brief selection, borrowed words are usually
Ih.osie whose English equivalents are long and clumsy (e.g. ninag, Okataq)

ti,hori interjections that do not sound odd out of the Yup'ik context te.g.
lut/4, akeka). °Such borrowing is a natural creative process in language and
students should not he urged to substitute Englishequivalents' for these use-
ful words.Ont need only locik at a hook such as The Joy of Yiddish to see
parallels among other American ethnic groups.

The Yup'ik Numeral System

Throughout this work we have been discussing the effects of Yup'ik
children's native or ancestraflafiguage on their verbal activities. One might
well wonder whether there is any parallel effect in regard to mathematics.
Yup'ik, like all other languages, has a numerical systeni with which one can
cunt as high as one wishes. It is, however, a part_ of the language that is
fast disappearingeven in areas where children speak l'up* ik as a first lan-
guage. Even many younger Yup'ik-speaking adults do not know the Yup'ik
numerical system. Numerals are a part of language (Nit can he .easily re-
placed with numeials frOm another language, 'and this has happened in
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1 (ip
a.
ome people say, tOr example, .geitniagn joarteen-rianek

' r 1.
al-

pliingge Pig rather than gents/Mit ak. tuaranraa asek allrakunggeissq
for "my s( 0 is fourteen 'years old." Thi oes no-real violence to the Yup'iktl

ilanguage. n the other hand, the very it Rummy of the Yup'ik numeral sys-

tem makes it -a subject which can be taught by itself without requiring much

knowledge A Yup'ik, either conversational or analytical. -.1t is all the more
fascinating or children to learn the Yup'i numerical sYstem.because it. is
a base twen y system rather than a base t systeni as the English system
is. This is a good way to show children, its is often done, the essentially .

arbitrary inn re of a base ten system. Furthermore, knowing the Yup'ik
numerical sy um can dispel the misconception that many people have !hat
Yup'ik for E. kimo in genera') ctinnot.count, very high. Sometimes this mis-
conception is phrased as, Yup'ik has three numbers: one, two and many,"
which undou tedly stems frqrn,Yup'ik'S having three graiiimptical nuni-
bers, singulari, dual, and plural by which criterion English has but two

, numbers, one and many! Information on the Yup'ik numerical system is
k, found in Chu ter 18 of Yup'ik Eskimo Grammar. It is quite interesting to

b

bb, see how etude ts, even those who know virtually no Yup'ik, quickly catch
on to the uncti ning of this counting system and master it.

I)
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A BRIEF NOTE ON YUP'IK ESKIMO CULTURE

Not only is the Yup'ik language very different from English and
Yup'ik- influenced English oftenat odds with stand' r English. but Yup'ik
culture is quite different from general Eur6- erican culaire; Every
leacher, on first.coming to a Yup'ik village, .soon realizes that his students
differ in subtle but significant ways frOm students anywhere else in the coun-
try; linguistic and semi-linguistic differences are only part of tht story.
Much has been written on Yup'ik culture, though. as yet all of it is by outsid-
ers. The reader is urged to consult some of the books in the bibliography
of thiS work.-

i''

I would like to emphasize that Yup'ik culture as it exists today is a prttd-
uct of many influences. It is erroneous to 'regard today's Yup'ik culture as
explicable solely in terms of the culture that existed here before European4
arrived, just as one cannot explain today's general American.culture solely.
in the light of pie- Revolutionary colOnial culture. In fact.Yup:ik culture has
been more drastically influenced by outsiders during the past century than
general American cnIture 'has been. Missionaries successfully persuaded.

- Yup'iks to give up their own religion in favor of Christianity by claiming
that the latter was a universally appropriate religion. They had.at least ag
much, if not More, effect on Yup'ik culture as did the school authorities (for
whom they set the stage) who sometimes successfully and sometimes Unsuc-
cessfully urgbd Natives to give up their own languages in favor of English-.
claiming the latter was a universally appropriate language for AnieriCans.
Layered over the original Pre-contact Yup'ik Eskimo .culture is a stratum
of early nineteenth-century Russian culture, There is the influence of ilate
nineteenth-century Euro-A meirican Christianity. both Protestant and Catho-
lic. In some areas, miners left theirinark on the culture: For almost a century.
110W, schoolteachers and their families have been a decided. outside inliti-
etfe on Yup'ik culture, not only in tbrrnal education but also in what
Yu iks learned from observing and interacting with these families. Many

lc

Yillilk people have lived in cities in Aliilciii:i elsewhere and returned with
,.: ,, ..
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elements of general American culture, Magazines
ion have exerted-a strong influence. These forei
liNels other than those of material culture (dress, foo

fishing .technology). People's attitudes toward fate
Ment; their families and their communities have all
of the interaction of the original YupIk culture with oth

People question the relevance of what village schot
of Nillage children: line curriculum-is- not deterMined h
theydo have some.degree of control over the emphasis ant

is 'taught, kind a teacher.caunot be happy or effective if I
he is teaching is of little or no value to the stUdents. A teas

LI:students were taught things more relevant to their lives
.gers: they would have an educationof
and (Amore. interest in the present. On the other hand, a to
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.

the intere.S4, talents. and tlreams of Yup'ik sckoolchildren are as varied and .

intViduat as those ()I' children anywhere else. Subjects such as pre -Re;,

olutionary American history: Greek Mythology. geometiy. astronomy.
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fo tilk"L' up another point of controversy and misundsewanding.- it has

sometimes been observed that Alaskan Native societies are not nearly so
coniiietiiiveas nem-Native AmeriCan society. certaink the degree 01 coop-

eration and sharing among "%up'ik villagers is impressive. However, one
cannot automatically assume -Mai Ytip*iks truly do lack competitiveness or

that. Yup'ik children in the classroom.will react adversely to the stimulus

of competition. One need only look at the competition to see who can take

the hottest sieamhath to realize Mai the competiiiVe drive is far from lacking

among Yup*iks. As for the school situation. a recentarticic in Alaska Native

News (July I 9H3..pages 26 -27) slates in reference -to Si. Lawrenco Island

Yupiks. "the student's &pet it ive drive is extraordinary,. ..this.originated

with the forefathers...the Villagers formerly competed...in dancing. jun-

. nine, wicsifing,2 and playing various Eskinio games. Contrary to public

views in which Eskimos arc portrayed as noncompettttve. beingcompetitive

is ingrained among the children....By channeling this inheritance. in a posi-

..tive way.. many of the students have achieved some outstanding academic,
attainments:* We do not wish to state categorically that Yup'ik children
should or should not be encouraged to compete with one another in school.

but rather to point out that while Yup'ik culture differs from Euro-American

culture, -one must he especially wary of leaping. to broad -generalizations

about
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4 , 11:4iiiSi not been toy intention:to.tellt-teAchers in Yupik,,Areas how they.slthuld.,.

.11; .has

. beleaching; rather, it hAs been.my.goal toprovide4or the teachers answers
; to some questions they'' robably haye,congerning .the.Yup'ik language and

. - .,its intenictiOn.with English. In the course ..of: this, suggestions have
. beeemade concerning what Seen to begoo.OtaYS.Ritappmach.various prob.. . .

.. . 'ferns. Xhereare ManY.,thingSteacheiroWill. Itay.e tdjind out for themselves
as best they 'awl Sitiii* because np one knows:the:Answers. The grammar
of the dialect we have.-bOetivalling.Yup,:ik-in.finenced English is not at all

,....., well studied; there-are nianyfeaturesofthat form of English that we cannot
explain. Nor hat anyone yet answered such questions as which language. a

- . child in a Yuplk4speaking village will.learn to. read.first, English with its
often irrational spellings or Yup'ik with its logicalgspelling but tendency to-
ward very long words. We have not been able th.tell the reader how he

- should, test. such things as auditory. discrimination,: though from the .discus-
slot) of sound'sy,stems and pronunciation it should be clear, thtit caution is
necessary. For example, it will not do to test a speaker. of*Yup'ik-influenced
English for his di4crimination between p and 1), since in his dialect of En-
gliskthere is no difference; such a test would only reveal tat the child spore
that dialect rather than standard English. I hope, though; that I have been
able id cast enough light on certain problems that a sensitive teacher will
be able to proceed from there.
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Yup'ik Alphabet Chart

Consonants

labial apical front back labialized labialized
.

War velar front velar back velarstops , p 4 c k 'Avoiced fricatives v I s/y. til r dig in-, voiceless fricatives. , vv II
, , SS gg ff . ..' wt. iiirvoiced nasals . in p ngvoicapss nasals . . fit A . 4

5.

Vowels

highry

low

front back-
u

e
a

a

'When not next to a consonant. in the Hooper Bay-Chevak dialect and the Norton,Sound dialect w is a voicedlabialiiid from velar fricative Nitiand in the Nunivak dialect it is a labialized front velar stop (109.

'
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SELECTED RESOURCES

Works on Central Yup'ik

Hensel. Chase, Marie Blanchett, Ida Alexie. and Phyllis Morrow".
4980. Qaneriaurei Yup'igtii: An introductory Course in Yup'ik
Eskimo _for Non-speakers. Be.thel: Yup'ik Language Center: .146
pp. 1Practical lessons in conversational Yup'ik, with drills.)

Jacobson, Steven. 1984. //Hifi& Eskimo Dictionary. Fairbanks: Alaska
Native Language Center. 757 pp. [The first comprehensive dictio-
nary of the language, Yup'ik-to-English with-English-O-Yuplk
index, full introduction, and numerous appendices.1

Krauss. Michael E. 1982. Native Peoplei and Languages of Alaska.
Fairbanks: Masi & Native Language Center. (Full -color wall
map.1

Osahito. 1980. "Alaska Native Languages in Transition." In
Alaska Native Culture and History, ed. toshinobu Kotani and
William Workman, Senri Ethnological Studies 4, National
Museum of Ethnology, Senri, Osaka, Japan.

Miyaoka, Osahito. 1981. "Grammatical Synopsis of 'Central Yupik'
Esk into." Asian mid African Linguistics (Tokyo) 1 0:1-14. IA good.
brief sunimary.

Miyaoka, Osahito- and Elsie Mather. 1979: Yup'ik
why. Revised edition. Bethel: Yup'ik Language Center. 155 pp.
(Systenitic practical lessons- in spelling Yup'ik, especially, for
speakers of the language.'

Reed, E.slrene, Osahito Miyaoka, Steven Jacobson, Paschal Afcan, and
Michael Krauss. 1977. Yup'ik Eskimo Grammar. :Fairbanks:
Alaska Native Language Center and Yup'ik Language Workshop.
vii + 330 pp. 'The present standard grammar (lithe language, ar-
ranged as 'a two-and-a-half-year college-level course in Yup'ik
with exercises and extensive bibliogrAiphy of works in tilt" lan-
guage published before 1977,1-
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General Works,on Yup'ik Culture

l'ienup-Riordan. Ann. 1983. The Nelson island Eskimo; Social Sum. -

lure and Ritual Distribution. Anchorage: Alaska .Pacific Univer.-
city Press. 419 pp. 'Traditional customs in modern Yup'ik
ture.1 '-

Fitzhugh. William W. 1982. lima: Spirit;World of the Bering Sea.Es-

kimo' Washington. D.C.: SmithSonian Institution Press. 295 pp.
Based on E. W. Nelson's documentation and artifact collection's

of early Yup'ik and western Inupiati culture; heavily. illustrated. J oip

Margaret. .1960, Eskimo Childhiood and Interpersonal Relation-.
ships. Seattle: University of Washington Press.

Nelson. Edward W. 1899. The Eskimo About Bering Strait. Bureau of
-American Ethnology Annual Report. Vol. I. pp. 1-518.

Washington. D:C.: Smithsonian Intitution. 'The finest 19th:cen-
tury documentation of Yup'ik culture and technology.-1
Reprinted. Smithsonian Institution.. 1983. \

Oswalt. Wendell H. 1963a. Mission of Chang? in Alaska, San Marino:

The Millington Library.
Oswalt, Wendell It 1963b. Napaskiak, an Alaskan Eskimo Communi-

ty. Tucson: University of Arizona Press.
()Swill!, Wendell H. 1967: Alaskan Eskimos. San Francisc6: Chandler

Publishing Co. 297 pp. 'General anthropological survey concen-,
kat ingon pre-European-conta culture and technology,'

Zagosk in , Lavrentii A. 1967. Lieutenant Zagoskin' sTravels in Russian
Aini,rica..1842-1 844 . Edited by Henry N. Michael. Toronto: Uni-
versity of Toronto Press. (The earliest major European documen-
tation of Yup'ik culture.'

Vick. Ann. ed. 1983. llu Cana -I Book: Garden City. N.Y.: Anchor

'Books. 1Personal tistory and ways Of life, collected by high school

students for a Fox fire project k to

Yup'ik literature

Tennant.Edward A. and Joseph N. B itar, eds. 1981, nip' il, lore: Oral
ulitions of an Eskimo People. Bethel: Lower Kuskokwim

School District, 1A major collection: the tranwriptions and En-
glish translations were done by Yup'ik stall menti.s.1
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Woodbury, Anthony C-..; ed. 1984. Cet.'armita Qattemciii Quiirtii-li.

Narratives (Ind Tales from Cherak; Alaska. Fairbanks: Alaska Na -/
tine Language Center. 80 pp. 'Cultural accounts,4istorical
counts. and traditionalihories in Yup' ik and English in bicolumnar
format, with extensive introduction.)

Furilter reading: The Yup`ik Language Center, Kuskokwim
Community College,, Bethel, AK 99559 has several hundred pub-
!kat ions in Yup' ik , mostly elenientary-school-b(x)ks,

Works on Alutiiq

Birket-Smith, Kaj. 1953. The Chugach Eskimo. Copenhagen: National-
. museets Publikationsfond. (A survey of traditional Alutiiq culture
and technology, including summaries of traditional stories, based
on fieldwork donw in the I 930s. I

Leer, Jeff. 1978. A ConversationidDiciionary of Kodiak Aluriicl. Fair-
banks:. Alasklikative Language Center. 'Introduction to sounds
and gramm the general reader; selective Engliskio-Alutiiq
dictionary with brief entries; Kodiak Island clialect.1

Leer, Jeff. 1978. Nattivalegmitti Pahneigntitti-lh Nitpugnerii: Coner-
sational About/ Dictionary. Anchorage: National Bilingual Mate-,
rials Development .Center. (Intro duckion to sounds and grammar
for the general reader; English-to-40N dictionary with sentence
examples; Kenai Peninsula dialect. I

Works on Siberian Yupik

Jacobson. Steven. 1977. A Guinan:mica! Sketch of Siberian Yupik Es:
Limo ts spoken on Si. Lawrence Islam!, Alaska. Fairbanks: Alaska
Native Language Center. 'College -level summary, much briefer
but covering many* of the.same topics as the Ytio' ik Eskimo Gram -
mar. 1
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Krauss,. Michael E. 1975. "St. Lawrence Island Eskimo Phonology and
' prthography.- Linguistics 152:39 -72. )Description of the sound

system and the development Of the practical writing system.)
Slim*. Roger, et al. 1983. Si. Lawrence Ishinditinim. Dictionary. An-

chorage: Materials Development Center. 'Arranged by Yupik
word, with definitions in both Yupik and English, and sentence
examples; much interesting cultural information, both explicit and
implicit. )

......

Other works

Rosten, Leo. 1968. The Joys of Yiddish. New York:McGraw-Hill. jAp-
preciation of the language of an American ethnic minority.)

Scollon, Ron and Suzanne B. K. Scollon. 1980. Interethnic CommuNi-
(mum. Fairbanks: Alaska Native Language Center. 42 pp. (Prob-
lems in communication between cultures and suggestions for sok,-
Mg them; concentrating on Athabaskan cultures but use I for all
Such situations. )
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Ft1RTHER SOURCES OF

INFORMATION AND ASSISTANCE

Alaska I Iistorical Commission
(11(1 City I lall.

521-%V. 5111Aventie, Suite 207
And-un-agy. AK 99501

(l'ublicalions, co)iferences)

Paskii Native Language Center
302 Cliapli nal)

University of Alaska
Fith:mks., AK 99701
(PH/4/((ilimis, considiatioa)

Alaska Pacific l Iniversity Press
Alaska Pacific 1 Iniversity
.1\ liclu wage. AK 99504

(Pub/tea/tens)

Alaska State Film Library
650 International Airport (load
Anchorage, AK 99502

Alaska Stine library
Pnit
I(Mall, AK 914111

Alaska '..itatilKluseuiii
I'uucli 1'1\1

Iiilloati, AK 0011
(Tray/ling pp:oho kits, pieidiollions,

1/111.1;ling Pli(PIIPAriphic exhibits)

0

Institute of Alaska Native AO
P.O. Box 805143

_Fairbanks, AK 99708
(Publications)

Lower Kuskokwi School Ilistrict
Box 305

Bethelr.AK 9955)
(Publications, instructimud

Materials DevelopMent Cvnter
Rural Education, Unkersity of Alaska

.2223 Spenard Road
Anchorage, AK 99503
(Puldications)

College of Iltainiii1ncll?tivall/e%.elopment
I Iniversity (11 Alask;

Fail banks, Ali 9970
(Cowill/(thoit, iiiWilet ion).

University of Alaska Library, %Archives
Oral History Project
itasuson Library
Ilniversity of Alaska
Fairbanks, AK 99701
(fthecially KIIA C Radio Chillot series.)

14-

University of Atoka Museum
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, AK 99701
(Tours, Mildew/ions,

IraPelingPliolographie exhibilA

Yup'ik Language Center

Kuskokwi Community College
P.O. Box 31i9

Bethel, AK 99559

(Pub/iewilosts, tonstatatiori, ists/rnalogt)
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DiSTOCTS SERVING
YUP' I IC-SPEAKING STUDENTS

Lower Kuskokrim School District
Box 305

Bethel, AK 99559
(907) 543-3611

Lake and Peninsula School District
Box 498

King Salmon, AK 996
(907) 246-4280

-Lower Yukon School District ;
Bering Strait School District

Box 200 . . Box 225
Mountain Village, AK 99632 lJnalakleet, AK 99684
(907).591-2411 (907)624-3611

SinithWest Region School District
liorx196

Dillingham, AK 99576
(907) 842-5288

Kuspuk School District
Box 108

Aniak, AK 99557

(907)675-43.20

St. Mary's Pubic Schools
Box Ill
St. Mary's, AK 99658
(907)438-2311

Dillinghaincity Schools
liox302
Dillingham, AK 99576
(907) 842-5223

Fairbanks North Star Borough School District
Box 1250

Fairbanks, AK 99707
(907) 452-20(X)

. Anchorage School District
PouCh 6-614

Anchorage. AK 99502 .

(907) 333-4561

4,
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State of Alaska.
Bilingual Education Enrollments 1981-1982

V
hilig1111.0 Number of31 sidents, K-12

Eskimo t 3.923
Inupiaq Eskimo 3.200'
Spanish 3711

,1

Koyukon Athabaskan '1 312
Korean 254
(iw ich' in (Kutchin) Athabaskan 227
Filipino 211
Russian 191

Japanese 152
Aleut

. 145
St. Lawrence Island (Siberian) ylupik -135
Sugpiaq (Alutiiq) 123
Dena' ilia (Tanaina).Athabaskan I I I
Ilaida 0 / 54
Athabaskan.(language not identified) 88
Upper Tanana Athabaskan 64
Vietnamese 62
Deg 'bean (Ingalk) Athabaskan -42 .

Ahtna Athabaskan 36
Tanacross Athabaskan' 27
Thai 26

Total 9,809*

*Student enrollments re derived from School District Reports provided to the De:,
portment of Educatia each school year. These figures are based on reports from
June 1982.
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Bilingual/Bicultural Educc tion Programs
State of Alaska, 1981-1982

Distribution of Students by School District

1411guage

r.

Speakers bathed/Wow
A, B. C Speakert D. F Tow!

Yup'ik Eskimo
Lower Kuskokwim 1,010 676. 1,686
Lower Yukon 174 1.207
Southwest Region 25() 257 507
Kuspuk 5 214 219

St. Mary's Puhiic 42 46 88

Dillingham City 30 48 78

Lake & Peninsula 4 . 5746 61

Hering Strait '0 31
INAnchorage 7 19 26

Idinioxl,Area 0 18 18

Fairbanks 2 0 2

Total 1,524(39%),

lnupiaq Eskimo

2,399(61%) 3,923

Northwest Arctic .
141 1,273 1,414.

North Slope Borough 474 418 901

Bering Strait 51 377 428
Nome Cily,Schools 7 342 349
Fairbanks 2 45 47

Anchorage 29 29

Idilarod Arca 14 14,

Alaska Gateway 11 11

Dillingham City - 7 7

Total 685(22%) 2.516(78%) 3,2()0.

Gwich'in (Kutchin) Athabaskan
Yukon Flats 47 138 185

Fairbanks 10 20 4.

An c ho r a g e 20 20 .'

Northwest Arctic 1`
2 2

Total 47(21%) 180(79%) 227

St. Lawrence Island (Siberian) Yupik
Bering Strait 86 5 91

Nome City Schools 24 20 44'
Total 110(82%1 25(18%) 135



Q.

Aleut
Alcutialltegnm .

10 10 20
Pribilof Islands 99 99
Unalaska 26 26

Total 10(7 %) 135(93%) 143

Sugpiaq ( A ludic!)
Kenai Pen. Bor. 4 60 64
take & Peninsula

, 56 56
Kodiak Island Bor. 3 3

Total 4 (3%) 119 (97%) 12.3

Den 'Ina (Tanalna) Athabaskan
Kenai Peninsula Bor. 68 68
Lake* Peninsula 32 32
Iditartx1 Area 7 4 I I

Total 7 (6%) 104 (94%) III
.

.

Spanish
Anchorage 96. 292/96
Fairbanks Norili Star 39 14. 53
Jupeau City &tot, 5 2 7
KOdiak Island Bor. f 4/ 2 . 6.
Mai -Sp' Bor. ! 4 2 6
Kenai Pen. Bor./ 3 I .4!
Nomc City SchOls 3 3
Alaska Ciatem;lay. 3 3 ,

Sitku Bor. Seiiipols 2
Total

" II
259(69%) 117(31%) 376

' Korean
,

A nc Wage 168 40 208
Fairbanks North Star 26 I 27
Juneau City & Our. /

2 2
Kodiak. Island Our, 8 8 '
Mal.$4 Bor. . I 2 3
Kenai Pen, for. 6 6
Norine City Sclukds 2 2
Nehuna City Schools , . 1

/
Total , 2 17 (N "k) 43(17%)

I

260 .

%' '',

i ----. I
Si
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Filipino
Anchorage

Kodiak Island Bor.
Sitka Bor. Schools

Juneau City& Bor.
Fairbanks North Star

Kenai Pen. Bor.

Nome City Schools-

Neriana City Schools

Total

Russian -

Kenai Pen. Bor.

Japanese

Anchorage

Fairbanks North Star

Silks Bor. Schools
Kodiak Island Bor.

Kenai Pen. Doi.

Juneau City & for.
Mat-Su Bor. '

Total

Vietnamese
Anchorage

Nome Public Schools
Juneau City & Bor.
Kenai Pen.. Bor. .

Kodiak Island Bor.
Fairbanks North Star
Sitka Bor. Schools

Total

Thai
Anchorage\ Fairbanks North Star

Kenai Pen. Bor.\
', Total

74

'44
23

9

35

S

109

52

23. .

14

6 7

3 3

2 ' 2

1

155(74%) 56(26 %), 211

191 (100%) i0%) 191

115 10 191_.
15 13 ,

7 7
4 41

3 . 3

2 2

I 1

I I*
141 (92%) 13 (8%). 154

19 0 19

11 3 14

18 IX
:4. ii. 4`'

. 3 3

I '1 2

2 2

58 (94%) 4 (6%) 62

1K 18

4 3 7.

1 1

23 (88%) 3(12%) 26 .

A

a



St. 

:1 

4 


